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Q#1. (A) Following statements are followed by four options. Only one choice is closest in meaning to the highlighted 

word in the statement. Encircle it. (10) 

1. Well, it's a trifle old-fashioned. 

a. Extreme b. Awful c. Trivial d. Complete 

2. They have got a gadget in New York. 

a. Compliment b. Appliance c. Beauty d. Hope 

3. Gorgios was appointed acrobat. 

a. Gilded b. Dejected c. Accursed d. Employed 

4. Let go off my hands. 

a. How beautiful b. Close c. Release d. Revealed 

5. Whoever enlarged it. 

a. Expand b. Groan c. Recover d. Feel 

6. This fellow is a villian. 

a. Fake b. Animal c. Criminal d. Special 

7. I met a traveller from an antique land. 

a. Old b. Modern c. Developed d. Deserted 

8. Conjoining beak with beak. 

a. Disperse b. Combine c. Shatter d. Divert 

9. We are the stuffed men. 

a. Empty b. Packed c. Furious d. Disable 

10. What is this life if, full of care. 

a. Branches b. Persons c. Duties d. Beauty 

(B) Encircle the correct option. (5) 

11. How many technicians are working with Spending. 
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a. 4 b. 3 c. 2 d. 1 

12. How many dollars does Harry charge for a haircut? 

a. 4 b. 3 c. 2 d. 1 

13. Who came out from the kitchen to see locusts? 

a. John b. Stephen c. Margaret d. Servants 

14. What did the quack pretend to cure? 

a. Goiter b. Gout c. Zymosis d. Tuberculosis 

15. Sheikh Sadi was a great ____. 

a. Writer b. Poet c. Dramatist d. Story-teller 

(C). Choose the option with correct form of verb. 

16. They can't go out because it ____ heavily. 

a. Rain b. Is raining c. Was raining d. Had raining 

17. The patient ___ before the doctor reached. 

a. Had died b. Is dying c. Have died d. Died 

18. When I saw him, he ___ the movie. 

a. Watch b. Was watching c. Is watching d. Was watch 

19. I said that I ___ busy. 

a. Am b. Was c. Is d. Were 

20. I ___ a letter yesterday. 

a. Writen b. Write c. Writes d. Wrote 

      

    Section-I 

Q#2. Write short answers to the following questions in 3-5 lines. (Book-I) (6×2=12) 

i. How did Gorgios persuade his people to make his country strong? 
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ii. What was the behaviour of the child with the doctor? 

iii. What should be the role of a king? 

iv. How did the villagers punish the foolish quack? 

v. What did old Stephan say to Margaret? 

vi. Why are the locusts compared with the bad weather? 

Q#3. Write short answers to the following questions in 3-5 lines. (Book-III One Act Play) (5×2=10) 

i. How does Kreton impress General Powers? 

ii. Why does Spending hate John? 

iii. Who is Miss McCutcheon? 

iv. Why does Clark Larabee return? 

v. Why is Applegarth called judge? 

Q#4. Write short answers to the following questions in 3-5 lines. (Book-III Poems) (4×2=8) 

i. What sort of faith the Muslims should have? 

ii. "Leisure" is a satire on modern living. Discuss. 

iii. Why does the post call the modern men the stuffed men? 

iv. Which message does the post convey in the poem "The Feed"?  

Section-II 

Q#5. Write a letter to your friend describing a fatal accident. (10) 

Q#6. Write a story on the moral "Fortune favours the brave". (10) 

Q#7 (a). Explain the following lines with reference to the context. (5) 

Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare 

The lone and level sands stretch faraway. 

(b). Punctuate the following extract from Book-I short stories. (5) 

such a nice man put in the mother look how kind he is to you one on do what he tells you to 

(c). Use the following pairs of words in sentences of your own. (5) 

i. Gamble, Gambol ii. Fatal, Fateful iii. Illicit, Elicit iv. Loath, Loathe v. Ordinance, Ordnance 

Q#8. Translate the following paragraph from Book-I short stories into Urdu. (15) 

Whatever the question was it was at once understood: royal smiles were directed towards him, and gentle applause 

broke out from every hand, which he understood at once, and the old bent formmoved on away from the hurdle. 
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